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Utility Protection Plan Guidelines

1. PURPOSE OF THIS GUIDELINE DOCUMENT
These guidelines are intended for the use of developers, contractors, and other utilities
when working in and around Portland Water Bureau (PWB) water facilities.
Construction excavation within the public right-of-way or within PWB facility
easements has the potential to undermine the integrity of adjacent water facilities. A
Utility Protection Plan (UPP) is a description of the plans to protect in-service utilities
from initial excavation through final backfill. A UPP may include plans, drawings, and
calculations, depending on the level of assessment. Not every construction project
requires a UPP. These guidelines define the requirements for submitting notice and plans
to PWB and describe the level of assessment that PWB will conduct.
By requiring the structural integrity of the public water system through submittal of a
UPP, PWB is able to do the following:
 Comply with Oregon Administrative Rule (OAR) 333 requiring water suppliers to
provide water to the public free of health hazards.
 Protect the water system from any damage by prohibiting unauthorized alteration or
tampering of the public water system in accordance with Portland City Code 21.24.
 Prevent damage to private property and to city utility and roadway infrastructure from
broken pressurized water mains.

1.1 Applicable Statutes for Water and Sewer Main
Construction
The installation of water mains shall conform to the requirements of Oregon
Administrative Rule (OAR) 333. The installation of sewer mains, combination sewer
mains, or storm sewers that discharge into a sanitary or combined sewer main shall
conform to the requirements of OAR 340. The Oregon Administrative Rules are available
at the following website: http://arcweb.sos.state.or.us/rules/number_index.html.

1.2 City of Portland Construction Specifications for Water and
Sewer Main Construction
Contractors performing work for the City of Portland are required to follow the City of
Portland Standard Construction Specifications (SCS). 1 Section 00405.41 of the SCS
requires that construction operations be conducted so that existing infrastructure and improvements—both temporary as well as those that are to remain in place—will not be

1 The City of Portland Standard Construction Specifications are updated periodically; therefore sections cited in

this document may change in subsequent versions of the SCS. The SCS are posted on the City’s website at
www.portlandoregon.gov/transportation/40032.
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damaged, but will be supported and protected for the duration of the construction, until
such support is no longer needed or required.

2. DEFINITIONS OF TERMS
Definitions of key terms appear in Appendix A of this document

3. CONTACTS AND DESIGNATED PWB REPRESENTATIVES
Contact

Telephone Numbers

PWB Planning Representative—Contact for
construction plan review (preliminary to
signed plans):

PWB Development Services Permit Desk: 503-823-7368

PWB Construction Representative—Contact
for UPP review, inspection, start of
excavation, exposure of a water line:

PWB Construction and Inspection Services: 503-823-8311
and/or 503-823-7745

PWB Interagency Liaison: 503-823-6036

4. BASIC REQUIREMENTS FOR A UPP
A UPP is required for open-trench, tunneling, or jacking operations adjacent to or
crossing water facilities as determined below. In accordance with SCS 00406.41, at
minimum the UPP:
 Shall be submitted for review before starting work.
 Will include a site plan with the same scale and detail as the construction drawings.
 Will include the following details:

◦

Location of all utilities impacted by proposed construction by type, size, and
status of use (i.e. whether in-use, abandoned, or other designation).

◦
◦

Methods employed by the contractor to locate each and every utility.

◦

Schematic drawing(s) and written description of methods planned by the
contractor to protect and maintain in-service utilities during construction,
including initial excavation through final backfill.

◦

A plan for compacting backfill under exposed water facilities.

List of utility owners in the construction site area and the 24-hour emergency
contact numbers for those utilities.

These guidelines are minimum requirements. Detailed requirements of a UPP are
described in Section 7. Additional measures may be required by PWB as deemed
necessary.
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5. DETERMINING THE NECESSITY OF A UPP
In order to determine whether a UPP is necessary to ensure the integrity of the public
water system, PWB requests submission of preliminary plan drawings and requires
submission of final design drawings for construction projects requiring excavations
within the public right-of-way or a PWB facility easement. The construction project
owner or its contractor shall submit drawings to the designated PWB Planning
Representative for review to 1) identify potential areas where a UPP may be necessary to
protect the public water system and 2) determine the level of PWB assessment that may
be appropriate.

6. PWB LEVELS OF ASSESSMENT FOR A UPP
Excavation projects around water facilities require different levels of assessment by PWB,
depending on the the planned work, the potential to affect water facilities, and the soil
types. The following three sections describe the levels of assessment that PWB will
conduct. Examples of UPPs for projects assessed at Levels I and III are included in
Appendix B.

6.1 LEVEL I ASSESSMENT
A Level I assessment is specific to 6-inch and smaller water systems—which are typically
distribution mains—and 1-inch and smaller services—which typically provide direct
service to PWB customers. A project with a Level I assessment will typically require a
UPP but will not be required to include plans and associated calculations stamped/sealed
by a Professional Engineer registered in the state of Oregon. The following list is a guide
for determining whether the work meets the criteria for a Level I assessment:
 Proposed work requires a trench less than 6 feet wide.
 Proposed work is for small-diameter pipe. For example, a 4-inch-diameter sewer
lateral crossing under a 6-inch diameter water pipe. A typical UPP for this scenario
describes plans for a support beam crossing over the trench with nylon straps tied off
of the beam and around the existing pipe.
 Existing water system is fully restrained with no thrust blocks.
 Existing soils are suitable for typical excavations. Examples of unsuitable soil would be
sand or Type C as defined in 29 CFR 1926.651 (Division 3/Subdivision P/Appendix A).
 Proposed trench (excavation) work is perpendicular to the existing water system.
 No more than one length of pipe including one joint will be exposed. A joint is
defined as the location where a straight run of pipe of standard length connects to
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another straight run of pipe. (Exposure of a valve, tee, or fitting requires a Level II
assessment.)
 Proposed trench (excavation) work is parallel to the existing water system and the
new utility trench is more than 10 feet from the existing water system.
 A competent contractor, as defined by in Section 00170.04(b)(2) and 00170.04(k) of
the SCS, is performing the proposed work using appropriate shoring systems as
defined by 29 CFR 1926.650 (Division 3/Subdivision P).

6.2 LEVEL II ASSESSMENT
A Level II assessment is specific to 8–12-inch water systems, > 1-inch water services, and
exposure of a valve, tee, or fitting on a  6-inch system. The water system may be a
distribution, pump main, or transmission main system.
A project that receives a Level II assessment may require a plan and associated
calculations stamped/sealed by a Professional Engineer registered in Oregon. A Level II
project may require 1) field visits; 2) review of quarter section plans, as-built plans,
records and review of valve locations for possible isolation; 3) verification of restraint
systems or lack of restraint; and 4) soil reports and review with PWB Construction
Management and Inspection staff. At a minimum, a Level II project will require a support
beam with nylon straps and may require advance work from PWB Maintenance
Engineering and Maintenance and Construction field crews. The following list is a guide
for determining whether the proposed work meets the criteria for a Level II assessment:
 Proposed work is being done by open excavation rather than directional bore,
tunneling, or jacking.
 Proposed work requires a trench wider than 6 feet.
 Existing water system is not fully restrained.
 Existing water system is identified as cast iron.
 Existing soils are not suitable for excavations. Examples of unsuitable soil would be a
Class C-60 soil which may stand in a open trench, but if the trench is not properly
shored, the trench wall may fail.
 Trench excavation and shoring system is limited to 40 feet or less in length.
 Trench excavation is less than 20 feet in depth.
 The working pressure of the water system in that location is < 150 psi.
 Proposed excavation is 5–10 feet from the existing water system.
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 Valves on the existing water system are operational, and the valve can be isolated so a
shut-down or a throttle-down can occur. (Any operation of a valve would require
involvement of the PWB Maintenance Engineering Section.)
 Existing unrestrained water system may need to be restrained in advance of the
proposed excavation.
 The water system has operational constraints, for example: it supplies a school,
hospital, or is needed for fire protection.
 A competent contractor, as defined by in Section 00170.04(b)(2) of the SCS, is
performing the proposed work using appropriate shoring systems as defined by 29
CFR 1926.650 (Division 3/Subdivision P).

6.3 LEVEL III ASSESSMENT
A Level III Assessment is specific to proposed excavations in the vicinity of 1) conduits, 2)
large-diameter pump or transmission water mains or supply systems with limited valves, 3)
groundwater pump or collection main, or 4) systems that supply water from the Bull Run
watershed to the PWB reservoirs and other water-system structures that might be exposed
to damage.
A project with a Level III assessment will require a utility support plan and associated
calculations stamped/sealed by a Professional Engineer registered in the state of Oregon.

7. DETAILED UPP REQUIREMENTS
7.1 UPP Submission
The excavation contractor shall submit a UPP to the PWB Construction Representative at
either the preconstruction conference meeting for city contract projects or 14 working
days prior to starting work for permit projects or projects constructed by city personnel.
For city-contracted projects, the contracting bureau is required to review and accept its
respective contractor’s UPP before submitting the UPP to the PWB Construction
Representative for review.

7.2 City of Portland Specifications
The UPP shall comply with the most current version of the City of Portland Standard
Construction Specifications (SCS). The provisions for utility support and protection are as
follows:
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Section 00150—Control of Work
00150.35 (f) – requires Contractor to refrain from performing work that requires Owner
submittal review until the respective Submittal has been reviewed by the Owner.
00150.35 (i) – requires allowing 14 days for review of Submittals by the Owner’s
Representative.
Section 00180—Prosecution and Progress
00180.42 (b) (12) – requires submittal of a UPP at the preconstruction conference and
references 00405.41 (f).
Section 00405—Trench Excavation
00405.41 (a) (1) – requires preservation of existing improvements, including utilities, by
whatever means necessary to support material around existing facilities as well as the
facilities themselves.
00405.41 (f) – requires a UPP as outlined in 00406.41 (a)(17) which stipulates that if the
water line or facility must be supported in place during construction, the support system
must be designed and stamped/sealed by a registered engineer licensed in the State of
Oregon.
00405.41 (f)(1) – requires Engineered shoring for trenches or excavations greater than 20
feet deep, and for areas subject to utility crossings.
00405.43 Dewatering – states “Prevent disturbance of compacted backfill and flotation or
movement of structures, water mains, sewers and other utilities."
Section 00406—Tunneling, Boring and Jacking
00406.41 (a) (17) – requires submittal of a UPP before starting work, and describes plan
requirements and elements.
00406.43 (h) Excavation – Protection of Adjacent Property – states "Before beginning
construction at any location, adequately protect existing structures, utilities..."

7.3 Notification Requirements
In order to comply with the rules adopted by the Oregon Utility Notification Center as set
forth in the Oregon Administrative Rules (OAR) 952-001-0010–0090, excavators are required
to notify the notification center at least 2 business days, but not more than 10 business days,
before commencing an excavation. To comply, call 503-246-6699 (in the Portland area) or
1-800-332-2344. The center’s website is www.callbeforeyoudig.org.
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Copies of the rules may be obtained by calling the center business number at 503-232-1987
and by visiting the following website: http://arcweb.sos.state.or.us/rules/OARS_900/
OAR_952/952_001.html.
The excavation contractor shall notify the PWB Construction Representative by phone at
least 2 business days prior to excavating in or around any water line or facilities. For
existing contracts, the agency shall contact the Construction Manager or PWB contact
person listed in the project specifications. For all other projects, the agency shall contact
the PWB Construction Representative. If a water main of any size or length is
inadvertently exposed, call the PWB Construction Inspection Representative at 503-8238311 immediately.
An agency must also contact the PWB Construction Representative prior to construction
in areas where thrust blocks and/or vaults may exist, preferably during project design.
If, during construction, the structural integrity of the water line is compromised, OAR
952-001 requires the construction project owner and its contractor or excavator to stop
construction and immediately notify the PWB Construction Representative to coordinate
efforts by PWB to mitigate and rectify the situation.

7.4 General Requirements
The excavation contractor is responsible for implementation of the approved UPP. If
deviations from the UPP are necessary because of field conditions, the contractor or
responsible agency must submit a revised submittal UPP to PWB to be reviewed by the
PWB Construction Representative. Construction cannot proceed until the submittal is
approved.
The excavation contractor shall do the following:
 Protect the existing water main, including coatings, during the course of construction.
 Support the exposed water main to prevent any movement.
 Use care to avoid damaging the existing water main with mechanical construction
equipment. Chains and/or wire rope will not be allowed to support exposed water
mains, unless approved by the PWB Construction Representative. Use double straps
to support both sides of an exposed joint. Provide a compaction plan for backfill
installed under exposed water lines and facilities. If controlled low-strength material
(CLSM) has been approved for use as backfill, the contractor shall install polyethylene
wrap around the water main. Where CLSM will be used to support pipe crossing over
the water main, install quarter-inch minus screenings or sand in the pipe zone
between the water main and the CLSM backfill.
 Exercise caution when working near existing water facilities as they may be
cathodically protected. Any existing PWB cathodic protection system must be
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protected and maintained in continuous operation. If the cathodic protection system
is disturbed, contact the PWB Construction Representative.
 Contact the PWB Construction Representative if work around vaults is necessary.
These projects will be handled on a case-by-case basis.

7.5 Requirements for Open Excavations
7.5.1 Open Excavations Parallel to PWB Pipe
If the water main is located above the bottom of the construction excavation within the
zone of influence— 1.5H: 1V slope from the bottom of the construction excavation (see
Figure 1), or if the soil condition is Type C (per OAR 437, Division 3, Subdivision P
Construction) and the water main is within 5 feet of the excavation—the following shall
apply:
 No more than 8 feet of parallel trench shall remain unsupported if backfill from the
water main trench is exposed.
 Where the water main trench backfill is not exposed, no more than 30 feet of parallel
trench shall be unsupported at any one time.
 Minimize duration of unsupported trench walls. No section shall be left unsupported
overnight or if groundwater is observed.
 Supported sections of trench shall have positive-pressure shoring or shielded shoring
backfilled between the trench wall and the shoring box. Positive-pressure shoring is
defined as a system providing support to the trench wall, such that no ground
movement adjacent to and within the excavated trench is possible. Positive-pressure
shoring can be achieved with hydraulic jacks or by ensuring zero clearance between
the shielded shoring and the trench wall.
 Positive-pressure shoring is required at all water main bends and tees, to prevent
undermining of the thrust-restraint systems. No amount of unsupported trench is
permitted at these locations.
 Excavation adjacent to transmission mains (all sizes), conduits, pump mains (all sizes)
and distribution mains >12 inches will require structural and geotechnical
calculations.
 Excavations adjacent to distribution mains  12 inches may require structural and
geotechnical calculations as determined by PWB.
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Zone of Influence

Figure 1. Zone of Influence for Mains Parallel to the Trench

7.5.2 Open Excavations Askew and Perpendicular to PWB Pipe
If the construction excavation is 5 feet or more below a > 12-inch water main, or if the
excavated trench is 6 feet or wider (see Figure 2), then the following shall apply:
 Show structural and geotechnical calculations for any support beams, columns, steel
plate foundation supports, blocking, and length of beams on each side of trench and
columns. Pipe supports shall be adjustable, tensioned, and rated to the calculated loads.
 Provide the methods and means of excavation, backfill, and compaction to provide
continuous pipe support and prevent damage.
 Monitor > 12-inch-diameter water lines for settlement. Measure water main pipe
elevation directly prior to, during, and after excavation, and provide before and after
elevation measurements, as described in SCS 406.41(b)(15).
 Provide required support beam with straps spaced no more than 3 feet apart and/or
from the trench wall.
 If a joint is exposed, provide required support beam and double straps (one strap placed
on each side of the joint) in excavations > 6 feet wide. For excavations > 6 feet wide,
one strap shall be placed on each side of the joint with additional straps to be placed
no further than 3 feet apart for support of the pipe spanning the excavation.
 PWB may require structural and geotechnical calculations of maximum anticipated
deflection and resulting stress in pipe, maximum anticipated deflection and resulting
stress in support beam, and assumed soil-bearing pressure.
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6' or gr eater
Figure 2. Open Trench Perpendicular to Water Main—6 Feet or Greater in Length

7.5.3 Excavations Near Thrust Blocks
If a thrust restraint system supporting the existing water main is uncovered (see Figure 3), and
a UPP has not been submitted, the excavating contractor or agency must do the following:
1. Immediately stop excavation in the influence zone of the thrust block (an area 3 times
the length of the thrust block).
2. Field-verify the thrust block dimension by exposing the top surface of the thrust block.
3. Notify the PWB Construction Representative.
4. Prepare and submit a UPP for review by PWB before proceeding with further excavation.

Figure 3. Zone of Influence for Nearby Thrust Block
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7.5.4 Construction of Manholes, Catch Basin Inlets, and Laterals
During excavation for and construction of a manhole and/or catch basin inlet with a
depth  6 feet, a UPP with associated calculations, stamped/sealed by a Professional
Engineer registered in the state of Oregon shall be required for supporting and
maintaining in service the adjacent conduit or transmission water main.
PWB requires a minimum separation of 5 feet skin-to-skin horizontal distance between
conduits and transmission water mains and new manholes and/or catch basin inlets. Any
deviation from this minimum 5 feet of separation will require the written authorization
of a PWB Principal or Chief Engineer.
A UPP may be required for protecting and maintaining in service the distribution water
main where less than 3 feet skin-to-skin separation is proposed between a new manhole
or new stormwater inlet/catch basin and the existing water main.
A UPP may be required for protecting and maintaining in service the water main where
it will be crossed by a new storm inlet/catch basin lateral connection to a manhole and/or
catch basin inlet. The excavating contractor or agency must provide a minimum of 1.5
feet of vertical clearance where a new storm lateral crosses an existing conduit or
transmission main. PWB prefers 1.5 feet of vertical clearance over existing distribution
water mains for future maintenance purposes.

7.6 Tunneling or Pipe-Jacking
The following shall be included in the UPP required for all tunneling or pipe-jacking projects:
 Per SCS 00406.41 (a) – provide plans showing proposed equipment, equipment
guidance system, type and kind of cutter head, anticipated soil conditions, jacking pit
and pipe locations, tolerances and clearances.
 Per SCS 00406 (a) (11) – show proposed grout plan around jacked pipe/casing.
 Provide Oregon registered Professional Engineer stamped/sealed calculated pipe
deflections and stresses under estimated settlements.
 Vacuum-excavate to install fixed-point settlement monitoring station directly over the
water main crossing. Provide before and after elevation measurements.

8. Training for City Employees
In addition to the guidelines outlined in this document, PWB training on Utility
Protection Plans is available. The training can be delivered to Design Engineers at the
City of Portland if desired by the respective bureaus (such as the Bureau of
Environmental Services).
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(date

Principal Engineer, Engineering Services, Planning
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Principal Engineer, Engineering Services, Design

(date)

Principal Engineer, Engineering Services, Construction
Management
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Appendix A. Definitions of Terms Used in this
Document
Adjacent construction—Construction is considered adjacent when it is less than 5 feet
from an existing water main.
Competent contractor—A contractor is considered competent when it meets the criteria
established in City of Portland Standard Construction Specifications Section
00170.04(b)(2) and 29 CFR 1926.650 (Division 3/Subdivision P).
Conduits—These are large-diameter mains that supply water from the Bull Run
watershed to the PWB reservoirs, Washington County Supply Line, and the groundwater
pump main.
Distribution main—For the purposes of this document, water mains  12 inches in
diameter are considered to be distribution mains. Distribution water mains provide
service directly to customers.
Joint— A joint is defined as the location where a straight run of pipe of standard length
connects to another straight run of pipe.
Large-diameter pipes—Large diameter pipes are  16 inches.
Shoring—Shoring is appropriate when it meets the criteria described in 29 CFR 1926.650
(Division 3/Subdivision P).
Soil types—See 29 CFR 1926.651 (Division 3/Subdivision P/Appendix A) for a discussion
of soil types.
Transmission and/or supply mains—For the purposes of this document, water mains > 12
inches in diameter are considered to be transmission and/or supply mains. Transmission
and supply water mains typically convey water to and from tanks and reservoirs and to
distribution mains and pressures zones. These mains do not typically provide direct
service to customers, although some may have services on an exception basis.
Water main—Any PWB water pipe (or “potable water pipe”), hydrant run, or  6-inch
water service connection, including components such as valves, bends, tees, and other
appurtenances.
Zone of influence— 1.5H: 1V slope from the bottom of the construction excavation or
where the soil condition is Type C (per OAR 437, Division 3, Subdivision P Construction)
and the water main is within 5 feet of the excavation.
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Appendix B. Examples of Level I and III UPPs
Level I UPP Example, Support Plan Detail ...................................................................B-3
Level III UPP Example, Walker Creek Culvert ............................................................B-4
Level III UPP Example, West Hotel ............................................................................B-15
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